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Abstract Atmospheric boundary layer depths (BLDs) over continental sites have long been meticulously
characterized. However, a downwind‐footprint concept for BLDs over plains under the impact of seasonally
and spatially changing horizontal advection of BLDs off elevated terrains has remained unexplored. For the
first time, we provide observational evidence of the impact of mountains on regional BLDs using 25‐years
(1991–2015) of rawinsonde‐retrieved afternoon BLDs over 22 sites located in the mountains' (Rockies and
Appalachians) downstream. Results suggest that mountain‐advected air mass, elevated terrains, and wind
play a significant role in modulating BLD variability “miles away” from terrains. We found significant BLD
contrasts over the plains (400–1,500 m) under mountain‐advected versus flatland‐advected flows pertaining
to elevated mixed layers off the mountain ranges. The BLD contrasts were higher in the downwind of
Rockies than the Appalachians, and higher BLD contrasts were observed in spring and summer (900–1,500
m) than in fall and winter (100–500m). These findings will help build advanced parameterizations in models
where BLD simulations around complex terrain still remain a hurdle.

Plain Language Summary The study of Earth's atmospheric boundary layer is important for
many applications, including improving weather and air quality forecasts. However, little is known about
how the boundary layer behaves in the vicinity and “miles away” from mountains. In the present study,
we investigated the variability in boundary layer depths in areas downwind of the Rocky Mountains and
the Appalachian Mountains, using a novel technique recently developed to estimate the daytime
maximum boundary layer depth from 25 years of observations derived from instrumented weather
balloons. We found that boundary depths were much deeper when the wind was coming from the
mountains, rather than from the nearby plains. Overall, our results underscore the importance of
large‐scale transport on certain characteristics of the atmospheric boundary layer, in particular temperature
and moisture at sites downwind of large mountains. Knowledge gained from this study helps us improve
how to better represent boundary layer processes in weather forecasting models and understand better
thunderstorm development occurring over and near mountainous regions.

1. Introduction

The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), a turbulent layer that couples the land surface and free troposphere,
plays an important role in governing heat, mass, and momentum exchange (Stull, 1988); convection
initiation (Groenemeijer et al., 2009) climate forcing (Davy & Esau, 2016) and aerosol cloud microphysics
(Osborne et al., 2000). A key ABL parameter is the boundary layer depth (BLD; zi) since it is one metric
for defining the ABL. In the past, a number of studies investigated BLD spatial variability pertaining to
underlying soil moisture heterogeneity (Reen et al., 2006) and topography (Kossmann et al., 1998). Other
researchers attributed BLD spatial variability to coastal processes (Angevine et al., 2006), land use and
land‐cover changes (Pal et al., 2012), prevailing synoptic setup (Boutle et al., 2010), and meteorological
conditions (Guo et al., 2019). However, it remains unclear how advection off the elevated terrains and asso-
ciated large‐scale transport of different air mass modulate ABL thermodynamics, in particular BLDs over the
regions located in the mountains' downstream.

Analytical models treating the morphology of BLDs and energy exchange assume horizontally
homogeneous conditions (e.g., Cai et al., 2014; Gryning & Batchvarova, 1999; Moeng & Rotunno, 1990).
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Such numerical relationships are used in weather forecast and mesoscale simulations over locations (e.g.,
plains adjacent to mountains) where this assumption is not valid. One way to reduce the uncertainty due
to parametrizations' restrictive assumptions is to increase model resolutions. Another way is to look into
both the parametrizations and the aggregationmethods (Koffi et al., 2016). Nevertheless, neither approaches
considers the impact of the prevailing flow regimes and advection of ABL air mass reservoirs and their
impact on regional‐scale BLDs over the plains located in the mountains' downstream.

Meteorological processes over mountainous regions are complex, and there exists strong evidence that
elevated terrains influence dynamical and convective processes over downstream regions (Fernando
et al., 2015; Whiteman, 2000). Many past studies focused on the free troposphere and ABL flow regimes
and associated thermodynamics (e.g., Rotach & Zardi, 2007), convection initiation (e.g., Behrendt et al.,
2011), and tracer mixing (e.g., Fast et al., 2000) and less on the BLD variability, in particular over an
extended regions in the mountains' downstream. For instance, the horizontal advection of elevated
mixed layer (EML) frequently formed over terrains due to diurnal surface heating influences on convec-
tion initiation in the adjacent plains (e.g., Lanicci & Warner, 1991). Past studies mainly emphasized the
formation and thermodynamic structures of EMLs over mountainous regions using aircraft measure-
ments, rawinsonde observations, and numerical simulations (Demko et al., 2009; Stensrud, 1993); how-
ever, these studies did not report the impact of EMLs on BLD variability in the mountains' downstream.
A few lidar‐based studies provided evidence of enhanced BLDs in the adjacent plains where the authors
speculated about downwind BLD enhancement (Nyeki et al., 2000; Pal et al., 2016). Understanding the
role of advection‐dominated atmospheric processes that control the BLDs over plains is important; for
example, even model simulations with sufficient resolutions fail to resolve the impact of orography‐
induced flow modifications (Trentmann et al., 2009).

Impacts of mountain‐induced flowmodifications of BLDs have not yet been quantified systematically under
varying meteorological conditions in the four seasons. It is important to assess how frequently and how far
the EMLs impact BLDs over adjacent plains and an extended region “miles away” from mountains. Often,
presence of EMLs yields meteorological conditions appropriate for deep moist convection (Lanicci &
Warner, 1991). However, our knowledge remains limited about the impact of advected ABL air mass reser-
voirs in the downwind of mountains controlling ABL features.

Willis and Deardorff (1976) outlined that the horizontal advection of state variables can have as large an
impact as turbulence in governing BLDs, even in presence of vigorous turbulence. However, direct evidence
on the impact of horizontally advected EMLs overrunning the BLDs over adjacent plains remains unex-
plored.We hypothesize that under appropriate flow regimes, the impact of horizontal advection plays a deci-
sive role in deepening the BLDs over the regions located mountains' downstream and can be quantified
using the BLD measurements under two contrasting flow regimes: mountain downwind versus flatland
downwind. We used 25 years (1991–2015) of rawinsonde observations over 22 sites in the contiguous
United States located in the downwind of the Rocky and AppalachianMountains (Figure 1) to (1) investigate
the BLD contrasts under mountain‐downwind versus flatland‐downwind flow regimes, (2) understand how
the impact of advected EMLs on the BLDs over mountains' downstream change during the four seasons, (3)
determine how the BLD contrasts change spatially among the sites and regions, and (4) identify conditions
when BLD contrasts might be linked to the impact of advected zi off the elevated terrains on the plains.

2. Data Sets and Methods

Using an improved version of the bulk Richardson number (Rib) approach (Lee & De Wekker, 2016; Lee &
Pal, 2017), we computed the daily afternoon BLDs from the 00 UTC soundings available from the Integrated
Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA; Durre et al., 2006) for 22 sites (Figure 1). We determined the top of the
ABL as the height at which the Rib first exceeded 0.25 (e.g., Seidel et al., 2010, 2012; Vogelezang & Holtslag,
1996). The method used here reduces uncertainties related to shallow BLDs by removing near‐surface stable
layers (Lee & De Wekker, 2016; Pal & Lee, 2019).

The selected IGRA sites provide an ideal test bed to explore the “footprint” of BLDs over plains under
mountain‐advected flows because those sites span the entire Great Plains of the United States and lack sig-
nificant coastal impact. Also, the formation of the EMLs is mainly controlled by the underlying topography
(Lanicci & Warner, 1991); the selected IGRA sites are considered suitable for this study. We classified the
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IGRA sites into two broad categories: R and A sites located in the downstream of Rocky and Appalachian
Mountains, respectively. We further classified the R sites among five subcategories (R1, R2, R3, R4, and
R5) and the A sites into four subcategories (A0, A1, A2, and A3) depending on the regions and latitudinal
spans and broad geographical regions (Figure 1), as discussed in Lee and Pal (2017).

The number of profiles available varies among the sites (Table S1); however, except four sites (Santa Teresa,
Albuquerque, Denver, and Riverton), all the sites have above 70% data coverage. Missing values in BLDs
over all the sites occurred mainly due to unavailable measurements, and some erroneous soundings; they
were not biased to any specific geographic location or year or season. After we estimated daily afternoon
BLDs (henceforth, only BLDs) for individual profiles of the 25‐year data sets, we determined the mean
ABL wind direction (BL‐WD) following Berman et al. (1999) and Pal and Lee (2019). The schematic
(Figure 2a) illustrates the determination of BL‐WD where we considered a 3‐point running average of raw
u and v wind components around zi/2 from individual rawinsonde profiles and calculated mean wind direc-
tion at zi/2.

We chose an arbitrary site Great Falls (a small city in northeast Montana, 1,130 m MSL), located in the
downwind of west‐southwesterly flow of the Rocky Mountains. Figure 2b shows wind‐rose view of spring-
time daily BLD variability via frequency distribution analyses (BL‐WD bin‐width of 5o, thus 72 samples).
We assigned mean mountain downwind flow to the BL‐WD within a 60° angular sector (240–300°) with
westerly (BL‐WD of 270°) as a center. The closest mountain ridges (located ~100 km west of this site) vary
between 1,800 and 2,300 m MSL. All the BLD samples obtained for the BL‐WD of 240–300° (i.e., red arc
sector in Figure 2b) were used to estimate the monthly median zi under mountain downwind (zMD

i ). One
should note that the angular sectors for other sites change according to the location of the sites with respect
to the mountains but were always within a 60° arc. For zi under flatland downwind (zFDi ), we considered the

opposite angular sector (i.e., 60–120°, blue arc sector) and estimated monthly median zFDi : Finally, to inves-
tigate the impact of advection of mountain‐induced flows on the BLDs over a site located in downstream of
terrains, we determined ΔBLD as

Figure 1. Locations of 22 Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive sites (white‐filled circles) overlaid on the topographical
maps (site elevation in m MSL) of six major regions (orange rectangles) in the contiguous United States located in the
downwind of Rockies (R1, R2, R3, and R4), Mexican Plateau (R5), and Appalachians (A1–A5 sites). See Table S1 for
additional details.
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ΔBLD ¼ zMD
i −z FDi :

Over mountainous regions, thermodynamic structures during the late afternoon mostly favor quasi‐
stationary, well‐mixed, terrain‐independent spatial BLD variability (Pal et al., 2016) so that the BLD tem-
poral variability on different time scales (e.g., day‐to‐day, seasonal, and intraseasonal) under two contrasting
wind regimes (i.e., under mountain advection versus flatland advection) reflects the impact of terrains on
BLDs over the flatland. Therefore, we estimated ΔBLDs to investigate the “footprint” of BLDs over plains
under mountain‐advected flows.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. BLD Features Over the R1 Site Great Falls: An Example

A frequency distribution analysis of daily BLDs under various BL‐WDregimes is presented in Figure 2b using
a wind‐rose‐type diagram of all the retrieved BLDs over Great Falls in spring for the period 1991–2015

Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustrating BLD estimation under mountain‐downwind (zi
MD) versus flatland‐downwind (zi

FD)
conditions where red and blue arrows mark advection from adjacent mountains and flatlands, respectively. Typical
profiles of potential temperature (ϴ) for both regimes are shown with the locations of elevated mixed layer top (red) and
atmospheric boundary layer top (blue). (b) Wind‐rose‐type diagram yielding daily BLDs as a function of BL‐WD via
frequency distribution analysis (BL‐WD bin width of 5° yielding 72 samples) for spring during the 25‐year period at
Great Falls, MT, overlaid on the satellite image of topography. Radii denote the number of occurrences, and angles mark
the BL‐WD. Red and blue dashed arrows with the arcs denote the 60° angular sectors selected for zi

MD and zi
FD,

respectively. Colors mark the BLDs (m AGL). (c) Temporal variability in monthly median zMD
i (red) and z FDi (blue)

over Great Falls during the entire observation period (i.e., 300 samples for 25 years). (d) Frequency distributions of
monthly median zMD

i (red bars) and z FDi (blue bars) using a bin width of 100 m. (e) Overall climatological mean seasonal
cycles of zMD

i (red box and whiskers) and z FDi (blue) with solid and dashed lines connecting medians and means, respec-
tively. BLD = boundary layer depth.
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(see Supporting Information S1 for similar analyses for the other sites). Clearly visible is that BLDs
under westerly flows (i.e., mountain downwind, zMD

i ) are higher than the BLDs under easterly flows (i.e., flat-

land downwind,z FDi ). The temporal variability ofmonthlymedianzMD
i andz FDi from 1991 to 2015 also confirm

that except few cases zMD
i is higher than z FDi (Figure 2c). To further quantify the impact of mountain‐advected

zi on BLDs over the site, frequency distribution analyses of monthly median zMD
i and z FDi for all four

seasons over the entire measurement period (300 samples) were performed (Figure 2d; see Figure S2 for
the other sites). The skewness for zMD

i and z FDi distributions was −0.55 (left tailed) and 0.74 (right tailed),

respectively. The histogram analyses confirmed that both mean and median of zMD
i (2,148 and 2,220 m

AGL, respectively) were higher than z FDi (1,112 and 890 m AGL, respectively), illustrating the impact of
mountain‐advected flows on the BLDs over the plains around Great Falls.

The box‐and‐whisker analyses of zMD
i and z FDi for each season over the site (Figure 2e) show well‐defined

seasonal‐scale patterns under both BL‐WD regimes, which is typical BLD characteristic over land (Pal &
Haeffelin, 2015). A striking feature is that zMD

i is significantly higher than z FDi in all four seasons; ΔBLD
was found to be at least 600 m throughout the year, which is substantial as soon as investigations related
to skillful forecast of ABL features (Xie et al., 2013), convection initiation (Trier et al., 2004), and turbulence
mixing of different tracers including air quality research (Lee et al., 2018) are considered. Additionally, while
comparing the seasonal cycles of zMD

i and z FDi with the overall seasonal cycle of median BLDs independent of
flow regimes (i.e., without any BL‐WD sampling), we found that the overall BLD seasonal cycle lies in
between the two flow regimes: overall seasonal mean values were underestimated compared tozMD

i and over-

estimated compared to z FDi (see Figure S3).

Figure 3 shows the daily BLD variability over Great Falls as a function of BL‐WD via wind‐rose‐type dia-
grams (colored‐filled contours) during the four seasons: winter, spring, summer, and fall (see Figure S1
for other sites for spring season). The color‐bar scale limits vary among the panels to facilitate comparing
BLDs under different BL‐WD regimes not among seasons. Another note from the frequency distributions
concerns the shape of the wind roses and how they change in each season affecting BLD variability,
which illustrates that the key factor controlling the ΔBLDs during different seasons is the change in wind
directionality. In general, deeper zMD

i are found for westerly BL‐WD regimes except summer when a
secondary peak is also observed under southwesterly flows. The seasonal‐scale variability is well explained
by noting the distribution and spread of the EMLs as reflected in observed zMD

i during the four seasons.
LargerΔBLD occurs in spring (~1,600m) compared to the other seasons, most likely due to transport of drier
air mass over the plains advected off the elevated terrains.

To further quantify the observed ΔBLD over Great Falls, a scatter diagram of all monthly median zMD
i versus

z FDi (i.e., 300 samples for 25 years) with a one‐to‐one line overlaid is presented in Figure 3e, which yields
mostly higher ΔBLDs under the mountain‐advected flow regime (see Figure S4 for other sites). Few cases
(19 samples, 6% cases; Figure 3e) show that observed zMD

i was less than z FDi ; these cases most likely occurred
because the meteorological conditions were not appropriate for the development of EMLs. Nevertheless,
strikingly higher ΔBLDs (>1,500 m) were observed for the cases with zMD

i > 2,500 m AGL pertaining to
the influence of EMLs. Lanicci and Warner (1991) reported that dry‐adiabatic EMLs over potentially moist
layer often dominates this region, particularly in spring.

3.2. BLD Seasonal Cycles Over 22 IGRA Sites

To explore how horizontal advection plays an important role in deepening the BLDs locally, we investigated
the climatological‐averaged seasonal‐cycle patterns of median BLDs for all the sites using Hovmöller‐type
diagrams of zMD

i (Figure 4a) and z FDi (Figure 4b). The primary objective for analyzing overall seasonal‐cycle

patterns of zMD
i and z FDi was to determine site‐specific characteristics and spatial variability of the EMLs'

impact on BLDs over adjacent flatland and immediate surrounding regions during each season in a compo-
site mode, rather than being limited to a few case studies. These results reveal the impact of advected zi off
the regions of elevated terrains on BLDs over flat terrains located in the mountains' downstream, as can be
clearly seen that in generalzMD

i is deeper (warmer color) thanz FDi in all seasons (cooler color), in particular in
spring and summer.
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Additionally, bothzMD
i andz FDi yielded typical seasonal‐cycle BLD feature over the land surface, as confirmed

with their seasonal‐cycle BLD amplitudes (seasonal‐scale maximum minus minimum BLD, typically
observed during summer or spring and winter, respectively). We found BLD amplitudes to be positive for
all the R sites though with extreme site‐to‐site variability: 400–1,500 m and 500–1,600 m for zMD

i and z FDi ,
respectively (Figure 4c). High BLD amplitudes over the R sites, particularly over Midland, Del Rio, Santa
Teresa, and Riverton, mainly occur due to large seasonal contrasts in surface forcing including large
surface‐temperature differences between warm and cold seasons, which is a typical meteorological charac-
teristic of arid regions.

On the other hand, the BLD amplitudes for the A sites are not very different from each other and ranges from
500 to 800 m, which could be attributed to (1) low‐elevation terrains over the Appalachians compared to the
Rockies, (2) relatively smaller contrasts in temperature and surface forcing over the A sites than over the R
sites located in warm‐temperate‐humid climatic regions, and (3) contrasts in meteorological conditions in
warm and cold seasons impact on both zMD

i and z FDi similarly.

We also note that very deep zMD
i (>3,000 m AGL) in spring and summer (Figure 4a) over the three sites (R5‐

Midland, R5‐Santa Teresa, and R5‐Del Rio) located in the downstream of central and northwestern portions

Figure 3. (a) Wind‐rose depiction of daily BLDs (color‐filled contours) via frequency distribution analysis (BL‐WD bin
width of 5°) for a 25‐year period for the R1 site Great Falls during (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer, and (d) fall. Radii
denote the frequencies, and angles mark the BL‐WD. Red and blue arrows mark the domains of mountain‐advected and
flatland‐advected flows, respectively. (e) Scatterplot of monthly median zi

MD versus zi
FD colored by correspondingΔBLDs

(m) for the entire observation‐period (i.e., 300 samples for 25‐year period). Dashed gray line marks 1:1 line. BLD =
boundary layer depth.
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of the Mexican plateau (Figure 1), which can be attributed to the horizontal advection of EMLs from the
plateau. These results also confirm that BLDs over these downwind sites substantially increases as deeper
zMD
i advects over the region. Previously, a number of studies (Carlson & Ludlam, 1968; Lanicci & Warner,
1991) found the elevated terrains of Mexico to be one of the major sources of EMLs; these potentially warm
EMLs also were found to have a northward expansion into the Rocky Mountains. Figure 4b suggests
relatively deeper z FDi (>2,500 m AGL) over the R5 sites (Midland, Santa Teresa, and Del Rio) compared to
the other sites in the Southern Great Plains, which could be attributed to the ABL features over dry warm
arid regions like the southwest United States (Lee & Pal, 2017).

Over the sites in central and northern portions of Plains (R3‐North Platte, R3‐Denver, R2‐Rapid City, R2‐
Riverton, R1‐Glasgow, and R1‐Great Falls), the observed zMD

i exceeded 2,500 m AGL and were deeper com-
pared to the other sites located along almost similar latitudinal belts (R4‐Norman, R3‐Topka, R3‐Omaha,

Figure 4. Hovmöller‐type diagram of the climatological‐average seasonal‐cycle patterns of median (a) zMD
i , (b) z FDi , and

(d) relevant ΔBLDs for 22 Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive sites (marked on the y axis). Color‐bar scale limit (300–
2,700 m AGL) for panels a and b kept identical for comparison. (c) Seasonal‐scale BLD amplitudes for zi

MD (red star) and
zi
FD (blue star). BLD = boundary layer depth.
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R2‐Aberdeen, and R1‐Bismarck) where zMD
i was around 2,000 m AGL, which could be attributed to the lar-

ger distance from the elevated terrains. For instance, Norman, Omaha, and Bismarck are located >750 km
east of the source of EMLs (i.e., elevated terrains). Thus, these results indicate that the impact of EMLs is still
present miles away from the source, though the strength decreases with distance.

However, one needs greater spatial coverage and much higher spatially resolved information of BLD varia-
bility to deduce any analytical relationship about the impact of EMLs as a function of distance. Results
reported here are limited in potential in this regard; however, our results on ΔBLDs provide a future path-
way to quantify the change of impact of EML with distance. Potential airborne lidar‐based investigations
in the future would be ideal to explore this relationship, as was shown in Pal et al. (2016), though we note
their study was around an isolated mountain. Also, results presented here in this work are of great use for
exploring further details of model observation intercomparison studies, for example, as presented in Lee
and De Wekker (2016).

Results also reveal significantly shallower zMD
i over the A than over the R sites, particularly in spring and

summer; zFDi did not show such differences between A and R sites (Figure 4). A noteworthy feature in

zMD
i and zFDi is that the impact of elevated terrains on BLDs was not substantial over A3‐Atlanta in
Georgia because the southern portion of the Appalachians (100 kmwest of the site) is not very complex with
ridges lower than 400 m MSL, whereas the elevation of the rawinsonde site is ~230 m MSL.

3.3. Seasonal‐Scale BLD Contrasts Under Mountain Advection Versus Flatland Advection

The climatological‐mean seasonal cycles ofΔBLD (seasonal‐median zMD
i minus z FDi ) shows strong dependen-

cies on the advection of two different air masses via mountain‐advected versus flatland‐advected flows
(Figure 4d). First, the signs of ΔBLD were found to be positive (100–1,500 m), confirming zMD

i >z FDi for all
sites in all seasons, which appears to be primarily caused by the impact of EMLs on the BLDs over downwind
sites of mountains. There exists stronger ΔBLD variability (both spatially and seasonally) among the sites
downwind of the Rockies (700–2,700 m) than over the sites located downwind of the Appalachians (300–
800 m), which may be potentially attributed to (1) more dominant impacts of EMLs and (2) stronger land‐
surface forcing due to larger aridity over Rockies than over the Appalachians. Nevertheless, the results pre-
sented here provide first‐of‐a‐kind empirical analyses of the ΔBLD seasonal cycles over plains located in the
mountains' downstream, thereby reinforcing the concept of BLD footprint under zi advection off the elevated
terrains and its impact miles away from EML sources.

Willis and Deardorff (1976) provided the concept of zi advection; results presented here provide the empiri-
cal evidence on the seasonal‐scale changes in ΔBLDs over multiple sites under the influence of zi advection.
Our results primarily demonstrate the “footprint” concept of ABL dynamics under the impact of flows from
mountains since both elevated terrains and increased ABL moisture regime over the plains compared to the
source regions of EMLs (adiabatic drying of air masses advected off the mountains) contribute to keepingz FDi
below the plateau heights and ridgeline. This favors the formation of EMLs, and thus, zMD

i was deeper than

z FDi in all seasons, particularly in summer and spring.

4. Concluding Remarks

We introduced a “footprint” concept where we represent ABL features over the flat terrains located inmoun-
tains' downstream as a function of advected ABL air mass, terrain features, and wind regimes. We computed
the daily afternoon BLDs from the 00 UTC soundings using an improved version of the Rib approach, which
reduces uncertainties related to shallow BLDs via removing near‐surface stable layers (Pal & Lee, 2019).
Using a unique classification based on rawinsonde‐measured ABL horizontal wind regime, we classified
observed BLDs into two types: BLD under mountain advection (zMD

i ) and flatland advection (z FDi ). Results
reveal that in the presence of orographically induced flows modulating advected‐ABL air mass reservoirs
in the downwind of mountains, the BLDs over the plains are influenced by the EMLs. Both zMD

i and z FDi
variability revealed typical BLD seasonal cycle patterns over land though with extreme site‐to‐site variability
in seasonal‐scale BLD amplitudes (800–1,600 m).

We found that the pattern and magnitude of BLD contrasts under two flow regimes (i.e. ΔBLDs) vary sub-
stantially over time (daily, monthly, and seasonal basis), across space (e.g., different distances from
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elevated terrains; regions, here R1, R2, etc.; and wind regimes), and variable moisture regimes. For instance,
the BLD contrasts were higher downwind of the Rockies than the Appalachians, and higher BLD contrasts
were observed in spring and summer (900–1,500 m) than in fall and winter (100–500 m). Results related to
the changes in the ΔBLDs with distance from the terrains suffer due to the brevity of observations (intra‐site
distance of more than 100 km). Furthermore, our findings indicate that ΔBLD dampens with distance; how-
ever, more comprehensive high‐resolved data sets are needed to confirm this (e.g., frequent rawinsonde
launches and dense lidar networks). Nevertheless, our results may serve as an appropriate test bed for the
numerical modeling of the impact of advected zi off elevated terrains on plains.

Overall, our results underscore the importance of advection on ABL thermodynamic features, in particular
BLDs over extended regions located in the mountains' downstream. Our results will help build advanced
parameterization schemes to improve numerical weather prediction of convection initiation processes over
and near mountainous regions where accurate simulations of ABL depths in the mountains' downstream
still remains a hurdle. Our analyses will also provide observational constrains for validating numerical
models and to improve boundary layer parameterizations so that the observed ΔBLDs could be simulated
accurately during four seasons, in particular during the spring and summer.
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